Skywalk opinions from You Tube

1. Since seeing this incredible feature I cannot wait to the amazing Grand Canyon again I was awestruck last time so when I see it again I know I'll be blown away in wonder again!

2. I can't get over how low the barriers are around the Skywalk. What's there to stop suicidal people jumping off? Might as well put a diving board on the end :P

3. Great idea for a structure, but I think the car park/cars and other building material behind it make it look ugly and a mess.

4. The Indian's have already seen an increase from about 200 visitors a day before it opened to over 2000, and that's before the tourist season really hits. Since it's on their land (they own over 1 million acres of the Grand Canyon) they decided to build this as a revenue source to support their poverty stricken tribe. It was built by an investor from Las Vegas.

5. It took $30 million dollars to build THAT...I mean, it would be cool to walk over it and all, but really...that's a lot of money that could be spent on more important things, like health care for our troops. Just an opinion.

6. The video was quite good, but it does show how this modern structure takes away from the beauty of nature at the Grand Canyon. Something like this could not have been built if it had not been on Indian land. What happened to their alleged love of nature? I guess it was set aside for their love of money.

7. We do have to concede that it's their land, they can do whatever the hell they want, and it's only a tiny fraction of the canyon, and so remote that it wouldn't ever be viewed "accidentally." granted, that invites anyone owning any scenic precipice to "develop" it. I've said already, I think it'll be a short-term boom and then an embarrassing flop.

8. We agree on the NO Camera deal! Were you charged $27.00? When we arrived the minimum rate was $75? Not what we had read on the internet. Based on the NO Camera and fee variation we turned around without paying anything.

9. They are land-rich but cash-poor and need the funds to help make ends meet for their very poor people living on tribal lands. Previous efforts by the tribe to raise money with gambling have failed, since most of the visitors have already been to nearby Las Vegas, which has legalized gambling casinos.
10. It's easy for everyone to get on the moral high ground here (no pun intended) We sit at home looking and judging via the media at what is happening to the grand canyon. At the end of the day these people have to live, it's a poor area with low employment, why not use the Canyon, it's a natural wonder and should be enjoyed by all. It's a very little construction in terms of the big picture of the vast Canyon.

Read through the 10 opinions. Place a tick next to the one you agree with most. Which was the most popular opinion in the class?